Segregationist - Communist Hate Team
Adds The President of The United States
to Its Long List of Murders

John Fitzgerald Kennedy's name now heads growing list of dedicated Americans who have given their lives for the cause of Freedom —

Blood of scores of Freedom Fighters is on the hands of segregationist collaborators... Uncle Toms and Auntie Marys!!

Who Masterminded These Murders?


MURDER OF THE PRESIDENT CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED TO THE WORLD THE COMMON GROUND ON WHICH THE LEFT AND RIGHT EXTREMISTS CAN AND DO MEET IN COMPLETE ACCORD AND FULL APPRECIATION OF EACH OTHERS ARTISTRY.
The similarity of method, planning, marksmanship and reason for the murder of Medgar Evers and John F. Kennedy could not have been greater if committed by the same murder committee....and may have been!

**Venom**

Freedom is not FREE....

TO YOU WHO DEMONSTRATED YOUR SORROW WITH UNASHAMED TEARS, THE JOHN F. KENNEDY AND MEDGAR EVERS FAMILIES AND FREEDOM LOVING AMERICANS APPRECIATE YOUR SYMPATHY, BUT TEARS WILL NEVER BRING NOR SECURE FREEDOM FOR WHICH THESE TWO YOUNG AMERICANS DIED....ONLY WORK, SACRIFICE AND VIGILANT DEVOTION TO THE CAUSE OF HUMAN DECENCY.

- Charles Evers

SPECIAL! FLASH!

Mayor Allen "Heavy Tank" Thompson, whose integrity is related to his statement that no whisky is being sold in Jackson, went on the air Thursday, Dec. 5 to assure all his GOOD NIGRAS that he will protect them with the same victorious POLICE ARMY that he uses so successfully to CRUSH and dispose of Negroes who want freedom. The 'Nigra' Master personally WELCOMED all his GOOD NIGRAS to shop on Capitol Street.

IF YOU ARE ONE OF MAYOR THOMPSON'S GOOD NIGRAS, OR A MEMBER OF CONGRESSMAN J. B. WILLIAMS' "MULE TEAM" (see page 4).........YOU ARE PROBABLY STILL SHOPPING DOWNTOWN ON CAPITOL STREET WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST FEELING OF GUILT OR SHAME IN SPITE OF THE MURDER OF MEDGAR EVERS AND SUCH INCIDENTS AS THESE:

Downtown Reception for Self-Respecting Negroes

POLICE GUARDED THE DOOR WHILE THEIR TRAINED 'HOOD' ADMINISTERED THIS WELCOME TO A NEGRO COLLEGE STUDENT AT WOOLWORTH ON CAPITOL STREET.

COUNTER MARCHING DEMONSTRATION BY THE DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS' WELCOME COMMITTEE AFTER SENDING STUDENTS TO THE CITY'S COW PENS IN GARBAGE TRUCKS.
Would Christ, the most renown Freedom Fighter, recommend that you shop in his name for toys and gifts with merchants who would deny you the right of self respect?

Today, as in yesteryears, freedom minded people in every nook and corner of the world have had to face up to immorals and degenerates of one creed or another. Achievement of purpose has come only to those whose determination to be free enabled them to face the ever present dangers of personal and property damage and even death at the hands of twisted minds seeking to dominate, rule or ruin. We must persevere...we must win....we must be free or we will have failed ourselves, our children, those who died for us and our country.

— Aaron Henry

"THE NEGRO, LIKE THE MULE, HAS NEITHER PRIDE OF ANCESTRY NOR HOPE OF POSTERITY"

John Bell Williams, segregationist creed congressman, carefully selected the above description of UNCLE TOMS for his foreword to a segregationist creed lie about Oxford (he failed to mention the mule's sire, the segregationist JACKASS). The segregationist creed merchants have the same contempt for Uncle Toms and Auntie Marys as their honored congressman.

If you are a member of Congressman John Bell Williams' "Mule Team," you needn't fear this 'Anti-Freedom Tank Team.'

...because.....

The congressman's faithful mules (Uncle Toms), who have neither self respect nor courage are welcomed by segregationist creed merchants to come in and shop.

DON'T! DON'T SHOP FOR CHRISTMAS!

We can best show love and concern for our relatives, friends and neighbors and respect for ourselves by keeping OUR dollars in OUR pockets until we can live, work and shop with the dignity and respect of first class Americans.

Sure, children enjoy lots of toys and gifts, but they will appreciate first class citizenship more.